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Paul Kidd 
Head of Financial Services 
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 
The Town Hall 
Hornton Street 
LONDON W8 7NX 

 

Dear Sirs 

Actuarial Valuation as at 31 March 2010 

We have carried out an actuarial valuation of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Pension Fund 

(“the Fund”) as at 31 March 2010.  The Fund is part of the Local Government Pension Scheme (“LGPS”). 

The valuation is being carried out in accordance with Regulation 36 of The Local Government Pension 

Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008 (“the Regulations”) as amended.  

The purpose of this report is to set out the results of the actuarial valuation of the Fund. 

This report is addressed to the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea as administering authority to the 

Fund. It is not intended to assist any user other than Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea in making 

decisions. Neither we nor Barnett Waddingham LLP accepts any liability to third parties in respect of this 

report. 

This report has been written in accordance with “Technical Accounting Standard R: Reporting Actuarial 

Information” and “Technical Actuarial Standard D: Data” issued by the Board for Actuarial Standards and 

actuarial guidance note “GN9: Funding Defined Benefits – presentation of actuarial advice”, insofar as they 

apply to a report such as this. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Valuation 

1.1.1 The main purpose of the valuation is to review the financial position of the Fund and to determine 

the rate at which the employing bodies participating in the Fund should contribute in the future to 

ensure that the existing assets and future contributions will be sufficient to meet future benefit 

payments from the Fund. 

1.1.2 The figures in this report count as part of a “planning exercise” for the purposes of the Board for 

Actuarial Standards’ Technical Actuarial Standard R. This means the primary purpose of the figures 

is for “budgeting” or “target setting” – in this case setting the future levels of employer contributions 

payable to the Fund. 

1.2 Previous Valuation 

1.2.1 The last formal actuarial valuation of the Fund was carried out as at 31 March 2007 and the results 

of that valuation were set out in the formal valuation report carried out by Geoffrey Nathan FFA of 

Hymans Robertson, dated March 2008. 

1.2.2 The results of the previous valuation indicated that the assets of the Fund represented 85% of the 

accrued liabilities of the Fund.  The Total Required Contribution Rate was certified as 20.2% of 

payroll which assumed that the past service funding level would be restored over a period of 13 

years. 

1.3 Changes to the LGPS 

1.3.1 The 2010 Emergency Budget announced that in future, the pension increase orders will be linked to 

the Consumer Price Index or CPI rather than the Retail Price Index or RPI.   

1.3.2 Also, it was announced that State Pension Age will be increased to age 66 for both men and women 

from 2020 which is likely to influence future retirement patterns. 

1.3.3 A report has recently been issued by an independent pensions commission led by Lord Hutton to 

investigate pension reform across the public sector.   

1.3.4 His report contains a number of recommendations which are likely to lead to some changes to the 

LGPS in future although at this stage it is difficult to assess the detail of what they might be.   

1.3.5 The Chancellor has also indicated that the level of member contribution should be expected to 

increase at some point in future.  We anticipate that these changes will be closer to being finalised 

by the date of the next valuation. 

1.3.6 Full current details of the current benefits and contribution structure are set out in Appendix 6. 
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2 Valuation Data 

2.1 Data Sources 

2.1.1 We have used the following items of data as provided by the Royal Borough of Kensington and 

Chelsea. 

 Membership extract as at 31 March 2010. The membership data has been checked for 

reasonableness and any missing or inconsistent data has been estimated where necessary.  

Whilst this should not be seen as a full audit of the data, we are happy that the data is 

sufficiently accurate for the purposes of the valuation. 

 Fund accounts for the 3 years to 31 March 2010.   

2.1.2 A summary of the data is set out in Appendix 2. 

2.2 Assets  

2.2.1 The asset allocation of the Fund as at 31 March 2010 was as follows: 

Assets at This Valuation 31 March 2010

£(000) %

UK Equities 139,759 30%

Overseas Equities 184,117 40%

Corporate Bonds - -

Cash 54,553 12%

UK Gilts 47,939 10%

Overseas Bonds - -

Property 20,850 5%

Other assets - -

Alternative assets 15,808 3%

Total 463,026 100%
 

2.2.2 We estimate that the annual return on the assets in market value terms for the 3 years to 31 March 

2010 was approximately 1.4% per annum. 

2.3 Benefits 

2.3.1 Since the previous valuation changes to the benefits have been introduced with effect from 1 April 

2008.  

2.3.2 The benefits being valued including these changes are as set out in the Regulations governing the 

Local Government Pension Scheme (“the LGPS”) and are summarised in Appendix 5. 
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3 Actuarial Methods and Assumptions 

3.1 Valuation Method 

3.1.1 For the purposes of this valuation we have, as in the past, adopted an approach which separately 

considers the benefits in respect of service completed before the valuation date (“past service”) and 

benefits in respect of service expected to be completed after the valuation date (“future service”).  

This approach enables us to focus on:- 

3.1.2 The past service funding level of the Fund.  This is the ratio of accumulated assets to liabilities in 

respect of past service after making allowance for future increases to members’ pay and pensions in 

payment.  A funding level in excess of 100% indicates a surplus of assets over liabilities; a funding 

level of less than 100% indicates a deficit. 

3.1.3 The future service funding rate i.e. the level of contributions required from the employing bodies to 

support the cost of benefits building up in future. 

3.1.4 There are various “funding methods” that can be used to determine the cost of providing benefits. 

The method we have adopted for employers open to new staff at this valuation is known as the 

“Projected Unit Method”.  The key feature of this method is that in assessing the future service cost 

we calculate the contribution rate which meets the cost of one year of benefit accrual.   

3.1.5 For employers that are closed to new staff we have used the Attained Age Method.  The key feature 

of this method is that we assess the average contribution required to fund the benefits earned until 

retirement. 

3.1.6 This is the same approach as adopted at the previous valuation. 

3.2 Valuation Assumptions 

3.2.1 The next step is to formulate assumptions about the factors affecting the Fund's future finances 

such as inflation, pay increases, investment returns, rates of mortality, early retirement and staff 

turnover etc. 

3.2.2 Future levels of pay increases will determine the level of benefits to be paid in future in respect of 

active members as well as the contributions that will be received by the Fund.  Once in payment, 

pension benefits in excess of Guaranteed Minimum Pensions (“GMPs”) are linked to the Retail 

Prices Index through increases granted in line with the Pensions (Increase) Act 1971.  In future 

pension benefits will be linked to the CPI rather than RPI. 

3.2.3 The cost of providing for benefits, however, depends not only upon the amount but also the 

incidence of benefits paid i.e. at what point in the future benefits begin to be paid and, for pension 

benefits, for how long they continue to be paid. 
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3.2.4 As money is being set aside now to provide for benefits payable in the future i.e. the benefits are 

being prefunded, then part of the cost of providing the benefits can be met from investment returns 

achieved by the Fund’s assets. These assets build up from contributions paid by scheme members 

and participating employers to the Fund.   

3.2.5 The assumptions adopted at the valuation can therefore be considered as:- 

 The statistical assumptions which generally provide estimates of the likelihood of benefits 

and contributions being paid, and,  

 The financial assumptions which determine the estimates of the amount of benefits and 

contributions payable as well as their current or present value. 

3.2.6 We examine the assumptions in more detail in the next two sections of our report. 

3.3 Funding Model 

3.3.1 At this valuation we have used a market related funding model.  The key features of the model are 

as follows: 

3.3.2 Assumed future levels of retail price inflation are derived by considering the difference between 

index-linked gilt and fixed-interest gilt yields at the valuation date, as published by the Bank of 

England. At this valuation we have also included an adjustment known as an inflation premium.  

This inflation premium is deducted from the market implied inflation assumption to reflect the 

expectation that market implied inflation tends to overstate actual retail price inflation. 

3.3.3 Pay increases are assumed to exceed future retail price inflation based on past experience and 

expectations of future experience. 

3.3.4 Pension increases are assumed to be in line with CPI rather than RPI.  It is assumed that CPI will be 

0.5% per annum less than RPI, consistent with the historical average. 

3.3.5 The expected future return from equities is based on dividend yields at the valuation date in addition 

to an allowance for real capital growth in asset values. 

3.3.6 Rather than take “spot” yields and market values of assets at the valuation date we have used 

smoothed yields and asset values spanning the 6 month period around the valuation date. 

3.3.7 The discount rate used to discount future payments to and from the Fund and so determine the 

value placed on the liabilities reflects the risk adjusted expected return that will be earned by the 

actual investment strategy adopted by the Fund. 

3.3.8 Under TAS R a “funding model” is referred to as a “measure”. 
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4 Financial Assumptions and Experience 

4.1.1 The derivation of the key financial assumptions adopted at this valuation and how they compared as 

at the previous valuation are set out below.  Further details are set out in Appendix 3. 

4.2 Future Retail Price Inflation 

4.2.1 The base assumption is the future level of retail price inflation.  This is derived by considering the 

difference in yields from conventional and index linked gilts using the Bank of England Inflation 

Curve and then adjusting by an inflation premium.   

4.2.2 The following chart plots the Inflation Curve over the 6 month period spanning the valuation date. 

 

4.2.3 As at the valuation date the spot inflation projection was 3.90% and the average or smoothed level 

over the 6 months spanning the valuation date was 3.75%. We have used the smoothed level but 

then reduced by a 0.25% inflation premium adjustment to end up with an RPI assumption of 3.5% 

per annum. 

4.3 Future Pension Increases 

4.3.1 Previously, pension increases were assumed to be in line with retail price increases.  The 2010 

Emergency Budget announced that in future, the pension increase orders will be linked to the CPI 

rather than RPI.  We have therefore assumed that pension increases will be 0.5% less than the 

price inflation assumption. i.e. 3.0% per annum.  

4.4 Future Pay Inflation 

4.4.1 As benefits are currently linked to pay levels at retirement, an assumption has to be made about 

future levels of pay inflation.  Historically there has been a close link between price and pay inflation 
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with pay increases in excess of price inflation averaging out at between 1% and 3% per annum 

depending on economic conditions.   

4.4.2 The assumption adopted at the previous valuation was that pay increases, over and above 

increases due to promotion and other increments (or “salary scales”), would exceed price inflation 

by 1.5% per annum in the longer term.   

4.4.3 However, in anticipation of Government policy we have completed calculations assuming a short 

term “pay freeze” for 2 years for those earning over £21,000 per annum. 

4.5 Future Investment Returns/Discount Rate  

4.5.1 To determine the value of accrued liabilities and future contribution requirements at any given point 

in time it is necessary to discount future payments to and from the Fund.  There are a number of 

different approaches which can be adopted in deriving the discount rate to be used.  FRS 17 for 

example requires that the discount rate is related only to yields from corporate bonds.   

4.5.2 In our view the discount rate adopted should depend on the purpose of the valuation and the overall 

funding objectives.  The regulations require the actuary to adopt methods and assumptions which 

produce stable levels of employer contributions.  In our view therefore, to help achieve this 

objective, the discount rate should reflect the expected investment return to be achieved from the 

underlying investment strategy. 

4.5.3 In determining the assumption to be made in relation to future investment returns it is necessary to 

consider the investment strategy of the Fund and the resulting expected future return earned by the 

assets held.   

4.5.4 The investment strategy of the Fund is to invest the assets across a range of asset classes. 

4.5.5 Redemption yields from gilts give an indication of the future rates of return from these asset classes.  

Redemption yields from corporate bonds are also readily available. There is however no 

comparable market indicator to derive the market expected future return from investing in equities, 

property or other alternative assets. 

4.5.6 It is however possible to model future returns from equities by considering current dividend yields 

and making an assumptions regarding future growth in capital values. 

4.5.7 The following table sets out the derivation of the expected return from equities at the valuation date. 

Smoothed Equity Returns March 2010

% p.a.

Net equity yield 3.3%

Inflation 3.5%

plus assumed real capital return 0.5%

Equity Return 7.3%
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4.5.8 It would also be possible to derive the expected future return from other asset classes such as 

property and alternative asset classes.  Intuitively we might expect that returns from asset classes 

other than equities and gilts might be expected to return somewhere between gilts and equities. 

4.5.9 Accordingly we have assumed that the return from other alternative asset classes is the same as 

the expected return from equities. 

4.5.10 We then derive the discount rate as firstly, the weighted average of future expected returns from the 

various asset classes based on the actual asset allocation as at the valuation date.   

4.5.11 We then include a risk adjustment to the discount rate to reflect the amount of equity risk being 

taken relative to gilts.  For a Fund with 75% or less exposure to equity type investments the risk 

adjustment is nil.  For a Fund with more than 75% in equity type investments the reduction in 

discount rate is 50% of the extra return expected from the actual strategy compared to one invested 

75% in equity type investments.   

4.5.12 Finally to accommodate any extreme market conditions at the valuation date the resulting real 

discount rate is constrained to 4% per annum.   

4.5.13 In summary therefore we have adopted the following assumptions.  

Financial Assumptions March 2010 March 2007

% p.a. Real % p.a. % p.a. Real % p.a.

Investment Return

Equities/absolute return funds 7.3% 3.8% 9.2% 6.0%

Gilts 4.5% 1.0% 4.5% 1.3%

Bonds &  Property 5.6% 2.1% 5.4% 2.2%

Discount Rate 6.7% 3.2% 6.1% 2.9%

Risk Adjusted Discount Rate 6.6% 3.1% 6.1% 2.9%

Pay Increases 5.0% 1.5% 4.7% 1.5%

Price Inflation 3.5% - 3.2%

Pension Increases 3.0% (0.5%) 3.2%  

4.5.14 Note that the pay increase assumption is zero for 2 years for those earning over £21,000. 

4.5.15 The key assumption in determining the valuation of the liabilities is the real discount rate. As we see 

the real discount rate is broadly similar to the 2007 assumption. 
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4.6 Intervaluation Experience - Financial 

4.6.1 The following table sets out the financial experience of the Fund during the intervaluation period 

compared to the assumptions adopted at the previous valuation.  

Financial Experience Actual Assumed Difference

% p.a. % p.a. % p.a.

Investment Return 1.4% 6.1% (4.7%)

Estimated Pay Increases 3.9% 4.7% (0.8%)

Price Inflation/Pension Increases 2.9% 3.2% (0.3%)  

4.6.2 The principal conclusions are: 

 Investment returns were less than expected. 

 Pay increases were less than expected. 

 Pension increases were less than expected. 

4.6.3 Overall the financial experience of the Fund during the intervaluation period compared to the 

assumptions adopted at the previous valuation was a negative factor during the intervaluation 

period.  Whilst both pay and pension increase were less than expected this was not enough to offset 

the lower than expected investment returns. 
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5 Demographic Experience and Assumptions 

5.1 Statistical Experience – Active Members 

5.1.1 The following table sets out the actual number of membership movements amongst active members 

during the intervaluation period compared to the assumptions adopted at the previous valuation. 

Active Membership Movements Actual Assumed Difference

%

Early Leavers 974 842.1 16%

Deaths in Service 8 12.1 (34%)

Retirements

Ill health 18 52.8 (66%)

Age 174 

Voluntary 5 

Redundancy 65 

Efficiency -

Total 262  

5.1.2 There were more early leavers than expected and fewer ill-health retirements than expected.   

5.1.3 Overall the demographic experience of the Fund during the intervaluation period compared to the 

assumptions adopted at the previous valuation was a positive factor during the intervaluation period. 

5.1.4 We have adjusted our pre retirement assumptions to better reflect recent actual experience.  

5.2 Pensioner Mortality 

5.2.1 Mortality investigations over the last few years have concluded that the population across the UK is 

living longer and that this improvement will continue at a faster rate than seen in the past.  Our 

analysis of LGPS pensioner longevity over the course of the last 20 years or so confirms that 

pensioners are living longer although experience does vary across the country and from Fund to 

Fund. 
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5.2.2 The following table sets out the actual and expected mortality of pensioners during the intervaluation 

period.   

Pensioner Deaths Pensioners Dependants Total

By Number

Actual 173 59 232

Assumed 113 37 150

% Difference 53% 59% 55%

By Amount of Pension £(000) £(000) £(000)

Actual 1,023 116 1,140

Assumed 712 141 853

% Difference 44% (18%) 34%  

 

5.2.3 The number of pensioners dying during the intervaluation period was higher than expected.  In 

terms of the amount of pension ceasing then this was also more than expected. 

5.2.4 Overall the mortality experience over the intervaluation period had a positive impact on the financial 

position of the Fund in that the amount of pension ceasing was more than expected. 

5.2.5 We have reviewed the mortality assumptions adopted at this valuation which bring the assumptions 

closer to recent experience but also allow for improvements in mortality over the next 20 years. 

5.3 Retirement Ages – Active Members 

5.3.1 At the previous valuation it was assumed that active members will retire as soon as they are able to 

on unreduced benefits without requiring employer consent – typically satisfying the Rule of 85 but no 

earlier than age 60 nor later than age 65. 

5.3.2 Experience suggests that whilst the Rule of 85 is an influencing factor on when active members 

choose to retire, State Pension Age is also a major factor, as for many active members, they need 

the additional income payable from the State before they can afford to retire. 

5.3.3 There are existing plans in place to increase State Pension Age albeit very slowly.  The new 

Government have however indicated that State Pension Age will be 66 from 2020. 

5.3.4 It is difficult to assess what the impact will be but we have completed calculations assuming that 

active members will retire 1 year later than the date they would be entitled to retire and receive 

unreduced benefits.   
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6 Valuation Results 

6.1.1 The following table sets out the valuation results for the Fund.  We show 

 The past service funding position 

 The required average ongoing employer contribution rate for future service benefits 

 The required total employer contribution rate to restore the funding position to 100% over 

the 10 year period following the valuation date. 

Past Service Funding Position £(000)

Smoothed Asset Value 450,626

Past Service Liabilities

Active Members 222,375

Deferred Pensioners 84,967

Pensioners 201,289

Value of Scheme Liabilities 508,631

Surplus (Deficit) (58,005)

Funding Level 89%

Employer Contribution Rates % of Payroll

Future Service Contribution Rate 14.8%

Deficit recovery (10 years) 6.4%

Total Contribution Rate 21.2%
 

 

6.1.2 Note that the liability in relation to pensioners includes unfunded pensions previously recharged to 

former employers. 
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6.2 Reconciliation of Past Service Position 

6.2.1 A reconciliation of the intervaluation experience on the past service position in the 3 years to the 

valuation date is set out in the following chart. 
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6.2.2 As we can see, whilst the CPI and other changes reduced the deficits, the financial gains and losses 

(less than expected investment returns) have had a negative impact on the funding position. 

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

6.3.1 It is important that it is understood that the valuation results for the Fund are based on the 

assumptions used to determine the liabilities. Changes to the adopted assumptions will affect the 

valuation of liabilities and the reported funding position of the Fund. 

6.3.2 To highlight the sensitivity of the funding position to changes in the discount rate, we have 

considered the impact of changing this assumption by 0.5% p.a. in either direction. We have also 

considered the impact of mortality rates at all ages being either 10% higher or lower than assumed. 
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7 Comments and Conclusions 

7.1 Financial Position 

7.1.1 The funding level has shown a modest improvement since the 2007 valuation. 

7.1.2 Whilst investment returns were less than expected, the CPI changes and other assumption changes 

have more than offset the investment losses. 

7.2 Employer Contribution Rates 

7.2.1 The contribution rates that we have certified have been set to fund each employer’s share of the 

deficiency in the Fund over the next 10 years. Given the statutory nature and strength of covenant of 

the employers participating in the Fund we believe this approach represents an appropriate balance 

of prudence and affordability and is consistent with the funding objectives set out in the Funding 

Strategy Statement. 

7.2.2 The certified contribution rates for each employer are set out in our certificate in Appendix 5. 

7.3 New Employers joining the Fund 

7.3.1 We would recommend that any new small employers or admitted bodies joining the Fund with no 

previous interest in the Fund should be referred to us for individual calculation as to the required 

level of contribution. 

7.3.2 Any employer who ceases to participate in the Fund should be referred to us in accordance with 

Regulation 38. 

7.3.3 We would be pleased to answer any questions arising from this report. 

 

 

 

 

Graeme D Muir FFA Alison Hamilton FFA 
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Appendix 1. Valuation Method 

Valuation of Liabilities 

Using our assumptions we estimate the payments which will be made from the Fund throughout the future 

lifetime of existing active members, deferred benefit members, pensioners and their dependants.  We then 

calculate the amount of money which, if invested now would be sufficient together with the income and 

growth in the accumulating assets to make these payments in future, using our assumption about 

investment returns. 

This amount is called “the present value” (or, more simply, “the value”) of members benefits.  Separate 

calculations are made in respect of benefits arising in relation to service before the valuation date (“past 

service”) and for service after the valuation date (“future service”). 

Past Service Funding Level 

A comparison is made of the value of the existing assets with the value of benefits in relation to past service 

(allowing for future pay and pension increases).  If there is an excess of assets over past service liabilities 

then there is a past service surplus.  If the converse applies there is a past service deficiency. 

Future Service Funding Rate 

The first stage is to calculate the value of benefits accruing to existing active members in the future, by 

reference to projected pay as at the date of retirement or earlier exit.   

For employers that are still open to new staff we have used the Projected Unit Method which considers the 

benefits accruing in the year following the valuation date.  The value of benefits accruing in the year 

following the valuation date is then expressed as a percentage of payroll over the same period having first 

deducted the equivalent contribution paid by the active members.  

The method described above results in a stable, long term contribution rate over time, if the assumptions 

adopted are borne out in practice and there is a steady flow of new entrants to the Fund.  If the admission of 

new entrants is such that the average age of the membership profile increases then the contribution rate 

calculated at future valuations would be expected to increase. 

For employers that are closed to new staff we have used the Attained Age Method.  The key feature of this 

method is that we assess the average contribution required to fund the benefits earned until retirement. 

Valuation of Assets 

Assets have been valued at a 6 month smoothed market value straddling the valuation date.   
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Appendix 2. Valuation Data 

A summary of the membership records submitted for the valuation is as follows. 

Active Members Actual Pensionable Pay Average

Number £ (000) £

Full Time 2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007

Males 1,032 1,033 38,468 35,903 37,275 34,756 

Females 1,391 1,327 44,904 39,708 32,282 29,923 

Part Time

Males 124 108 1,687 1,398 13,601 12,941 

Females 869 733 11,985 9,401 13,792 12,825 

Total 3,416 3,201 97,043 86,408 28,408 26,994 

Pensioners Annual Pensions Average

Number £ (000) £

2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007

Males 911 877 8,340 6,826 9,155 7,784 

Females 970 851 5,099 3,944 5,256 4,635 

Dependants 339 357 1,091 967 3,218 2,709 

Total 2,220 2,085 14,529 11,738 6,545 5,630 

Deferred Pensioners (incl "undecideds") Annual Pensions Average

Number £ (000) £

2010 2007 2010 2007 2010 2007

Males 1,127 1,224 3,134 2,635 2,781 2,153 

Females 2,169 2,256 4,259 3,786 1,964 1,678 

Total 3,296 3,480 7,393 6,421 2,243 1,845 

 

Notes 

 The numbers relate to the number of records and so will include members in receipt of or potentially 

in receipt of more than one benefit. 

 Annual pensions are funded items only and include pension increases up to and including the 2010 

PI Order. 

 Pensionable pay is actual earnings. 
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A summary of the assets held by the Fund at the valuation date is as shown below. 

31 March 2010

£(000) %

UK Equities 139,759 30%

Overseas Equities 184,117 40%

Corporate Bonds - -

Cash 54,553 12%

UK Gilts 47,939 10%

Overseas Bonds - -

Property 20,850 5%

Other assets - -

Alternative assets 15,808 3%

Total 463,026 100%

Assets at This Valuation

 

Year to March 2010 March 2009 March 2008 TOTAL

£ (000) £ (000) £ (000) £ (000)

EXPENDITURE Retirement Pensions 13,881 12,806 11,908 38,595 

Retirement Lump Sums 4,765 4,217 3,357 12,339 

Death Benefits 36 51 30 117 

Leavers benefits 4,983 2,486 3,477 10,946 

Admin/Inv Expenses 509 562 496 1,567 

Other Expenditure - - - -

24,174 20,122 19,268 63,564 

TOTAL

INCOME Employees Ctbns 6,855 6,612 10,920 24,387 

Employers Ctbns 23,011 21,920 19,556 64,487 

Transfer Values 3,130 3,258 2,551 8,939 

Investment Income 6,718 11,370 11,058 29,146 

Other Income - - 1 1 

TOTAL 39,714 43,160 44,086 126,960 

Fund Value £ (000) £ (000) £ (000) £ (000)

Assets at Start of Year 332,319 409,603 407,180 407,180 

Cashflow 15,540 23,038 24,818 63,396 

Change in value 115,167 (100,322) (22,395) (7,550)

Assets at End of Year 463,026 332,319 409,603 463,026 

Annual Returns

Approx Rate of Return 36.2% -21.4% -2.7% 1.4%

Revenue Accounts
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Appendix 3. Actuarial Assumptions 

The valuation process is essentially a projection of future cashflows into and out of the Fund.  The amount of 

future cashflows out of the Fund i.e. benefits provided will depend on rates of future pay increases and price 

inflation.  The timing or incidence of the cashflows will depend upon future rates of retirement, mortality etc. 

As money is being set aside now to provide for benefits payable in the future then part of the cost of 

providing the benefits can be met from investment returns achieved by the Fund’s assets which then build 

up.  The higher the rate of return achieved by the assets the lower the contribution requirement that has to 

be paid in future to meet the cost of the benefits. 

Financial Assumptions 

The principal financial assumptions adopted in the valuation are therefore as follows:- 

Price Inflation 

There are number of ways to try to estimate what future levels of inflation might be.   

One approach would be to look at the long term trend in the past although much depends on the 

measurement period. 

In these days of “marked to market” valuations, the usual approach is to look at the difference between 

yields from fixed-interest and index-linked gilts.   

At this valuation we have looked at 20 year Bank of England Inflation curve which is the level of future RPI 

over the next 20 years as implied by the gilt market. 

The following chart shows this on a daily basis during the 6 month period straddling the valuation date.  We 

have also shown the smoothed or rolling average observation over that period. 
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However, one of the issues in adopting such an approach is the arguably imperfect nature of the gilt market.  

The supplier of gilts (the Government) is a reluctant supplier, especially for long-dated gilts (which are the 

ones which are most useful for estimating future inflation for pension schemes).   

On the demand side, there are certain institutions (insurance companies for example) who are essentially 

“forced holders” of gilts to meet various solvency requirements. Accordingly, the pricing of gilts is not perfect. 

There is also the issue of what is known as the “inflation premium”.  The argument is that investors will pay a 

premium for inflation protection and so arguably index-linked gilts are “more expensive” than fixed-interest 

gilts or equivalently index-linked gilt yields are lower than they might otherwise be.  

The following chart shows how the gilt market implied 10 year inflation level at the beginning of each year 

has compared with the resulting 10 year actual level of inflation. 

 

As we see the market implied level of inflation has consistently over-estimated the actual level of inflation.  

The following chart shows the inflation premium both at an absolute level – the difference between actual 

and expected inflation and in relative terms (actual/expected). 
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Pension Increases 

The Retail Price Index has long been the established measure of inflation in the UK.  It measures the 

change in prices of a number of things including housing costs such as mortgage interest payments. 

However, in the 1990’s the Government introduced the Consumer Price Index which is based on the prices 

of a range of consumer goods – similar to the RPI but it specifically excludes housing costs.  The CPI is now 

the favoured measure the Government uses for measuring inflation in the economy. 

The 2010 Emergency Budget delivered by George Osborne announced that in future, the pension increase 

orders will be linked to the CPI rather than RPI.  This was expected to save some pennies implying that the 

Government expects CPI to be below RPI. 

The following chart show how the 2 have compared since 1990. 

 

As we see RPI has indeed generally been higher the CPI and the average “gap” over the last 20 years has 

been around 0.5% per annum. 

Thus, if this past trend continues then we would expect future pension increases to be 0.5% less than 

previously projected. 
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Pay Increases 

Having determined our assumption about future levels of price inflation, the next stage is to assess future 

levels of pay increases relative to price inflation. 

Historically there is, not surprisingly, a strong correlation between pay and price inflation as we see in the 

following charts. 

 

The trend has been that real pay increases have been around 1% to 3% per annum although as overall 

levels of inflation have reduced so too has the level of real pay growth.  The long term average is 1.5% more 

than RPI although there is evidence of a declining trend. 

At this valuation we have assumed that future salary growth will be 1.5% more than RPI. 

Investment Returns 

In a market-related valuation it is necessary to assess future average levels of return in current market 

conditions. 

Redemption yields from gilts give an indication of the market’s expectations of long term interest rates and 

so some indication about future risk free rates of return.  There is however no comparable market indicator 

to derive the market’s expected future return from investing in equities at any particular point in time. 

We have assumed that the real return to be earned in future from equities from current market levels will be 

the current net dividend yield plus future real growth in share values. 

The next chart shows the long term capital return from UK equities in real terms over the last 35 years or so 

together with the “inter quartile range” – the range of observations that account for 50% of all observations 

around the median. 

As we see the actual return has averaged out at around 2% per annum although there have been prolonged 

periods when the real capital returns have been significantly different to this average. 
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For the purposes of the valuation therefore we have assumed that real capital returns will be 0.5% per 

annum. 

The derivation of the equity return is therefore as follows:- 

Smoothed Equity Returns March 2010

% p.a.

Net equity yield 3.3%

Inflation 3.5%

plus assumed real capital return 0.5%

Equity Return 7.3%
 

It would also be possible to derive the expected future return from other asset classes such as property and 

alternative asset classes.  Intuitively we might expect that returns from asset classes other than equities and 

gilts might be expected to return somewhere between gilts and equities – what we usually see from 

corporate bonds. 

Accordingly we have assumed that the return from other alternative asset classes is the same as the 

expected return from equities. 

We then derive the discount rate as the weighted average of future expected returns from the various asset 

classes based on the actual investment strategy. 

We then include a risk adjustment to the discount rate to reflect the amount of equity risk being taken relative 

to gilts.  For a Fund with 75% or less exposure to equity type investments the risk adjustment is nil.  For a 

Fund with 100% in equity type investments the reduction in discount rate is 50% of the extra return expected 

from a Fund invested 100% in equity type investments compared to one invested 75% in equity type 

investments. 

Finally to accommodate any extreme market conditions at the valuation date the resulting real discount rate 

is constrained to 4%. 
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In summary therefore we have adopted the following assumptions.   

Financial Assumptions March 2010 March 2007

% p.a. Real % p.a. % p.a. Real % p.a.

Investment Return

Equities/absolute return funds 7.3% 3.8% 9.2% 6.0%

Gilts 4.5% 1.0% 4.5% 1.3%

Bonds &  Property 5.6% 2.1% 5.4% 2.2%

Discount Rate 6.7% 3.2% 6.1% 2.9%

Risk Adjusted Discount Rate 6.6% 3.1% 6.1% 2.9%

Pay Increases 5.0% 1.5% 4.7% 1.5%

Price Inflation 3.5% - 3.2%

Pension Increases 3.0% (0.5%) 3.2%  
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Statistical Assumptions 

The statistical assumptions we have adopted are based on our analysis of the incidence of retirement, and 

withdrawal of our Local Authority client funds.   

Sample rates are shown in the following tables: - 

Death Wdls Death Wdls Male Female Male Female

Age FT PT FT PT FT FT PT PT

20         0.5       0.0       0.0   400.0         0.2       0.1       0.1   400.0   100.0          100   100.0           100 

25         0.4       0.1       0.1   360.0         0.2       0.1       0.1   360.0   122.8          100   114.2           100 

30         0.3       0.1       0.1   264.0         0.3       0.3       0.3   264.0   145.5          100   125.8           100 

35         0.5       0.3       0.3   184.0         0.5       0.5       0.5   184.0   166.3          100   133.6           100 

40         0.9       0.5       0.5   108.0         0.6       0.8       0.8   108.0   183.1          100   136.6           100 

45         1.3       0.9       0.9     48.0         0.8       1.2       1.2     48.0   194.4          100   136.6           100 

50         2.5       1.6       1.6        -           1.4       2.2       2.2        -     198.8          100   136.6           100 

55         4.3       3.5       3.5        -           2.2       4.2       4.2        -     198.8          100   136.6           100 

60         6.9       7.4       7.4        -           3.1       8.5       8.5        -     198.8          100   136.6           100 

64       11.1     13.2     13.2        -           4.0     11.5     11.5        -     198.8          100   136.6           100 

Males Females

Ill Health Ill Health

Incidence per 1000 active members per annum Salary Scales

 

Mortality

As above, but w ith a +4 year age rating

90%

Other assumptions

Age Retirements It is assumed that active members w ill retire at age 60 or w hen they w ould f irst satisfy the rule 

of 85 if later, no later than 65.  We have also considered active members retiring a year later.

All S1PA Heavy tables allow ing for medium cohort projection, w ith a minimum 1% improvement for 

future life expectancies.

Commutation It is assumed that at retirement 50% of members w ill opt to increase their lump sum to the 

maximum allow ed.

Ill health tiers It is assumed that 50% of ill health retirements w ill be eligible for benefits based on full 

prospective service and 50% w ill qualify for a service enhancement of 25% of prospective 

service.

Ill Health 

Retirement

Probability of partners pension coming 

into payment (including a loading for 

dependants benefits)

Partner Age Difference Males are assumed to be 3 years older than their partners
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Appendix 4. Individual Employer Data as at 31 March 2010 

 

Employer Code Number Average Number Average Number Average

£ £ £ £ £ £

Royal Borough of Kensington and 

Chelsea 1 2,892 80,422,300 27,809 2,104 13,117,648 6,235 2,952 6,404,273 2,169

Tenant Management Organisation 2 124 4,065,105 32,783 74 1,046,679 14,144 125 496,457 3,972

Chelsea Academy 3 15 333,271 22,218 - - - - - -

Specialist Schools and 

Academies Trust 5 211 7,432,284 35,224 7 116,178 16,597 121 265,679 2,196

Westw ay Development Trust 6 14 235,993 16,857 7 75,327 10,761 14 27,166 1,940

Kensington Housing  Trust 8 - - - 3 7,632 2,544 11 59,385 5,399

Medequip 9 1 17,801 17,801 - - - - - -

Portobello Business Centre 10 - - - - - - 4 23,816 5,954

Kensington and Chelsea College 11 116 3,060,417 26,383 19 89,618 4,717 46 71,140 1,547

St Charles Catholic Sixth Form 

College 12 24 598,973 24,957 4 18,369 4,592 11 20,678 1,880

Councillors 13 19 877,051 46,161 - - - 3 1,671 557

West London Family Service 

Units 14 - - - 2 19,401 9,700 9 23,402 2,600

Total 3,416 97,043,194 28,408 2,220 14,490,852 6,527 3,296 7,393,668 2,243

Active Members Pensioners Deferred Pensioners

Actual Pay

Annual 

Pensions

Annual 

Pensions
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Appendix 5. Rates and Adjustments Certificate 

 

Paul Kidd 
Head of Financial Services 
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 
The Town Hall 
Hornton Street 
LONDON W8 7NX 

 

Dear Sirs 

On your instruction, we have made an actuarial valuation of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 

Pension Fund (“the Fund”) as at 31 March 2010. 

In accordance with Regulation 36 of The Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 

2008 we have made an assessment of the contributions which should be paid to the Fund by the employing 

authorities as from 1 April 2011 in order to maintain the solvency of the Fund. 

The required contribution rates are set out in the following Contribution Schedule. 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

Graeme D Muir FFA Alison Hamilton FFA 
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Contribution Schedule 

The Common Rate of Contribution payable by each employing authority under Regulation 36 for the period 1 

April 2011 to 31 March 2014 is 21.2% of pensionable payroll. 

Individual Adjustments payable by each employing authority under Regulation 36 for the period 1 April 2011 

to 31 March 2014 resulting in Minimum Total Contribution Rates are as set out below: - 

      Minimum Contributions as % of pensionable 
pay for year ending       

            

Code Employer 2010 Funding Pool 
31 March 

2012 
31 March 

2013 
31 March 

2014 
1 Royal Borough of Kensington and 

Chelsea 
RBKC 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 

2 Tenant Management Organisation Tenant Management 
Organisation 

22.5% 22.5% 22.5% 

3 Chelsea Academy RBKC 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 

5 Specialist Schools and Academies 
Trust 

Specialist Schools and 
Academies Trust 

13.5% 13.5% 13.5% 

6 Westway Development Trust Westway Development 
Trust 

20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 

9 Medequip Medequip 24.3% 24.3% 24.3% 

11 Kensington and Chelsea College Kensington and Chelsea 
College 

16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 

12 St Charles Catholic Sixth Form 
College 

RBKC 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 

13 Councillors RBKC 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 

            

Employers with No Active Members         

4 Chelsea Community Association RBKC       

7 Housing Action Centre RBKC       

8 Kensington Housing  Trust RBKC       

10 Portobello Business Centre RBKC       

14 West London Family Service Units RBKC 

   
 

Notes 

Further sums should be paid to the Fund to meet the costs of any early retirements using methods and 

assumption issued by us from time to time. 

The certified contribution rates represent the minimum level of contributions to be paid. Employing 

authorities may pay further amounts at any time and future periodic contributions may be adjusted on a 

basis approved by ourselves. 
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Appendix 6. LGPS Benefits 

  LGPS 1997 LGPS 2008 

General Features 

Type of Scheme Final salary 

Relationship with S2P Contracted-out 

Member Contributions 6% Banded Contributions based on full time pay as at 
1

st
 April 2011 

  Range Cont Rate  

5% for manual workers in scheme prior to 
01/04/1998  

£0 - £12,900 5.50%  

£12,901 - £15,100 5.80%  

  £15,101 - £19,400 5.90%  

  £19,401 - £32,400 6.50%  

  £32,401 - £43,300 6.80%  

  £43,301 - £81,100 7.20%  

  More than £81,100 7.50%  

  Bands to be increased annually with Pension 
Increase Orders. 

  Transitional protection for members currently paying 
5% until 2011/2012. 

Final Pay In general, best of the last 3 years pensionable pay 

Pensionable Pay Normal salary plus any shift  allowance, bonuses, contractual overtime, Maternity Pay, Paternity Pay, 
Adoption Pay and any other taxable benefit specified as being  pensionable. 

Retirement Benefits 

Normal Retiring Age Age 65 

Early Retirement Age 55+ (existing members remains at age 50+ for retirements up to 31 March 2010).  Employer consent 
required if below age 60. 

 Minimum 3 months membership or transfer in 

 Benefits reduced unless Rule of 85 applies (member of the scheme as at 30
th
 September 2006)  

  Rule of 85 does not apply for service from 1 April 2008, subject to transitional protections. 

 Employer’s discretion to waive any actuarial reduction.  No reductions applied for redundancy 
retirements. 

 Transitional Protections If born before 1 April1960 and an existing member of the Scheme as at 30 September 2006 then 85 year 
rule stays for service up to 1 April 2016 with tapered protection to 1 April 2020. 
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  LGPS 1997 LGPS 2008 

General Features 

Flexible Retirement Age 55+ 

(existing members remains at age 50+ for retirements up to 31/03/2010) 

Minimum 3 months membership or transfer in 

Reduce hours or move to a lower graded post 

Draw pension and salary 

Employers discretion to waive any actuarial reduction 

Late Retirement Continue to day before eve of 75
th
 birthday 

Benefits accrue to date of retirement 

Ill Health Retirement Permanently unable to undertake own job or any 
comparable job with employer.  Benefits are 
enhanced as per the table below with a maximum 
enhancement of potential membership to age 65 

Permanently unable to undertake own job or any 
comparable job with employer.  Benefits are graded 
based on how likely you are to be capable of gainful 
employment after you leave.  

  Accrued Membership Benefit Payable  First Tier - No reasonable prospect of alternative 
employment ever again then service enhanced by 
100% of prospective service to age 65. 

Second Tier - No prospect of obtaining gainful 
employment within a reasonable period of leaving 
local government employment, but likely to be able 
to obtain gainful employment before 65 then service 
enhanced by 25% of prospective service. 

Third Tier - Reduced likelihood of obtaining gainful 
employment within 3 years of leaving, or before age 
65 if earlier then no service enhancement. Payment 
of these benefits will be stopped after 3 years, or 
earlier if the member is in gainful employment or 
becomes capable of such employment, provided 
they are not age 65 by then. 

  Less than 3 months Refund of 
contributions 

  3 months to 5 yrs Accrued 
Membership 

  5 but less than 10 yrs Membership 
Doubled 

  10 yrs to 13 yrs 122 
days 

Membership 
Enhanced to 20 yrs 

  13 yrs 123 days or more Membership 
Enhanced by 6 2/3 
yrs 

   

Benefit Accrual Pension = 1/80
th
 Pension = 1/60

th
 

Lump Sum = 3/80
th 

plus increased lump sum by 
commutation 12:1 up to a maximum of 25% of 
lifetime allowance 

Lump Sum = By commutation 12:1 up to a 
maximum of 25% of lifetime allowance  

Spouse’s Pension = 1/160
th
 Spouse’s Pension = 1/160

th  

 

Death and Survivor Benefits 

Lump Sum Death Benefit Active = 2 x Pensionable Pay Active = 3 x Pensionable Pay 

Deferred = Current value of deferred lump sum Deferred = 5 x Current value of deferred annual 
pension 

Pensioner = 5 year guarantee less pension paid Pensioner = 10 year guarantee less pension paid 
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  LGPS 1997 LGPS 2008 

General Features 

(for death before age 75) 

 

Dependants’ Provision Widow(er)s Widow(er)s 

Registered civil partners Registered civil partners 

  Nominated cohabiting partners 

Dependants’ Pension If membership > 3 months 1/160th x full prospective service to age 65 

(Death in Service) 50% x notional ill health pension 

  Otherwise 1/160
th
 x accrued membership 

Spouse’s Short Term 
Pension 

Active = 3 months x salary (increased to 6 months 
if dependent children) 

None 

Deferred = none 

Pensioner = 3 months x member’s pension 
(increased to 6 months if dependent children) 

Children’s Pensions Surviving Parent Surviving Parent 

1 child = 1/4 x notional pension 1 child = 1/2 x dependant’s pension 

2+ children = 1/2 x notional pension divided by 
number of children 

2+ children = 1 x dependant’s pension divided by 
number of children 

Orphans Orphans 

1 child = 1/3 x notional pension 1 child = 2/3 x dependant’s pension 

2+ children = 2/3 x notional pension divided by 
number of children 

2+ children = 1 1/3 x dependant’s pension divided 
by number of children 

For death in service the notional pension is the ill 
health pension or a pension based on the lesser 
of 10 years and full service to age 65 where this is 
higher. 

 

  

Increasing Benefits 

AVCs Maximum contributions – 50% of taxable earnings 

Options available: 

 Open market annuity 

LGPS Top Up Pension 

Tax Free Lump Sum (100% of fund up to max of 25% of Lifetime Allowance) 

 LGPS Service Credit (if commenced AVCs prior to 13/11/2001) 

Added Years/Pension Maximum purchase 6 2/3 years Maximum purchase £5,000 extra pension (in 
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General Features 

Payable from next birthday to age 65 (contracts 
taken out before 01/10/2006 may have an earlier 
date than age 65) 

multiples of £250). 

Leaving the Scheme 

Benefits on Leaving Less than 3 months membership and no transfer in 

   Refund of contributions 

  CETV 

  Defer decision 

  More than 3 months membership or transfer in 

  CETV 

   Defer Benefits until NRA 

 

 


